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From the General Secretary……
Dear Brothers and Sisters,

 Namaskar from the feet of  Mother Bharat - Kanyakumari!

All of  you must be chanting रत्नाकरा धौतपदां, you would have vivid picture of  Bharatmata 
whose feet at Kanyakumari are continuously washed by three oceans. In this place 
of  union of  3 oceans, all rivers in India, from East and West, Swami Vivekananda 
after completing his Bharat Parikrama, sat into meditation for 3 days and nights. 
His meditation was not for his own mukti but that of  mukti of  All. And the 
way out he found was reinstating Atmashraddha, Atmasamman, Atmavishwas in 
everyone. With his Bhagirath Prayatna he aroused, awakened the Indians and gave 
them the vision of  conquering the world with Spirituality. Mananeeya Eknathji 
Ranade through construction of  Vivekananda Rock Memorial and establishment 
of  Vivekananda Kendra gave the  mission of  Bharatmata as Jagadguru through 
organised work. We all are part of  this great mission. 

This Vivekananda Kendra, an all India Organization is engaged in different types 
of  Service activities all over the country. The details of  such activities during 
2020-21 are in this Vivekananda Kendra Samachar. These service activities are 
supported by all of  you contributing tan – man – dhan (तन – मन – धन). This 
year also the Covid -19 Pandemic situation was from the beginning of  the year. 
The Vivekananda Rock Memorial remained closed from 19 march 2020 till 24 
November 2020. The Campus, all our schools also remained closed and all the 
activities turned to online. The Kendra took up the relief  work all over the county 
and the relief  works totalled to Rs 1,81,28,924/-. The activities and Karyapaddhati 
- Yoga Satra, Yoga Varga, Sanskar Varga, Kendra Varga and Swadhyaya Varga, 
Vimarsha, all 5 Utsavas etc. were effectively and creatively organized in online 
mode. Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibirs also were effectively organized through 
online. 
The All India Adhikari Baithak was organized in Nirjuli, Arunachal Pradesh offline. 
The theme of  the Baithak was व्यक्ति को समाज से जोडने की साधना. The Baithak deliberated 
on “Amrit Parivar” and other aspects of  Kendra work.  The efforts to nurture 
the family, taking up (                            ) whatever you receive from the 
society, give it back by refining it in manifold in their life was stressed.
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The lead article of  this Samachar is “Yudhyasva Vigatajvara” (                    ). Sri 
Krishana tells Arjuna, ‘Fight without any feverishness’, that means without any 
enmity, rancour, anger, fear in mind.’ As we are now celebrating 75th year of  India’s 
Independence as well as 50th year of  completion of  establishment of  Vivekananda 
Kendra, we all need to strive and make Bharatmata Jagadguru. 

We appeal all the Readers to join with your might in this National Yajna and actualize 
the vision of  Swami Vivekananda. We look forward for your kind assistance and 
support in this noble cause. 

With prayers, 
Yours Sincerely 

Bhanudas Dhakras

Feel, my children, feel; feel for the poor, the 

ignorant, the downtrodden, feel till the heart 

stops and the brain reels and you think you 

will go mad-then pour the soul out at the 

feet of  the Lord and then will come power, 

help and indomitable energy.
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                               Yudhyasva Vigatajvara
- Mananeeya Nivedita Bhide

Vice President,
Vivekananda Kendra

More than 16 months are over but 
still the Covid-19 has kept us on 

our toes. ‘On our toes’ is an expression 
but it has actually kept many of  us 
indoors. Though the severity of  second 
wave has come down, the end of  Covid 
-19 is not yet in sight. Our fight with 
it, with the situation that has arisen out 
of  it and our coping with it, at physical, 
mental, emotional, social and spiritual 
level is on. But this is the fight that we 
have to fight. It is such a fight that we 
cannot afford to lose. We have to win this 
fight. The end result of  the fight is already 
decided and that is victory. But this fight 
cannot be fought with fear of  death and 

disease or insecurity, or greed to make 
use of  the existing situation or with petty 
mindedness as an opportunity to settle 
scores with others. This fight has to be 
fought with fearlessness, compassion and 
truthfulness.   

Sri Krishna had told Arjuna on the battle 
field, ‘You have to fight, you have no 
choice, this battle is already won over by 
the Providence, you only have to be a 
nimittam, a cause.’ But to be the nimittam, 
how he has to fight? Sri Krishna tells, 
‘Yudhyasva Vigatajvara - Fight without 
any feverishness’, that means without 
any enmity, rancour, anger, fear in mind. 
Actually speaking, in this period, the fight 
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is not with the corona virus alone but it 
is with our afflictions, shortcomings that 
got underscored during the situation 
brought out by COVID-19. The one who 
fights has to be immune to afflictions, 
physical and mental. Along with physical 
immunity, the mental toughness, the 
compassion for those suffering also 
needs to be enhanced. 

During this period, it was seen that many 
persons in the society rose to the occasion; 
very well sustained programs were 
implemented to provide food and 
provisions to those in need due to 
lockdown situation; volunteers came 
forward to serve the patients, even 
to cremate the unfortunate ones 
who succumbed to Covid-19 their 
near and dear ones could not come 
due to various reasons. The medical 
staff, para-medical and cleaning staff  
all heroically faced the sustained 
pressure of  physical work and mental 
strain. As we see the best in people 
was manifested, unfortunately we also 
saw the worst was also manifested in 
some who hoarded the oxygen cylinders, 
medicines, oxygen concentrators or even 
hospital beds; or to settle score with 
political opponents, some shamelessly 
tarnished the name of  India in the global 
media. 

As it is said that in adversities alone 
the character gets tested, the best and 
worst which otherwise may be hidden is 
revealed during the time of  adversities. 

This fact only underscores the need to 
work further for character moulding of  
the children and youth so that when they 
lead the nation, in the peace-time or in 
crisis in the future, only the best would 
be manifested. Thus, the moulding of  
the character becomes the main work 
that we have to attend to as we have been 
doing through our various Vargas and 
Shibirs. We need to continuesly increase 
our speed and effectivity.

Karyakartas of  various branches and 
projects also rose to the occasion as they 
organized and worked for easing out the 
problems that arose due to COVID-19 
situation. They also innovated various 
programs to continue the work of  
Vivekananda Kendra. Various ways were 
adopted to associate the people with 
Vivekananda Kendra even in lock-down 
or during restricted movement situation. 
The Karyakartas used this opportunity to 
enhance their skills and conceptual clarity 
through various online programs. Every 
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difficulty has an opportunity hidden in 
it. That opportunity can be discovered 
only if  we face the situation. The adverse 
situation is to be faced not as a reaction 
but as a considered response – this is 
what Yudhyasva Vigatajvara means.   

During the Covid-19, man realised 
about what really matters in life. He also 
realized that he can very well live with 
modest means. In the race of  acquiring 
more and more, he had forgotten what 
is it that really matters. Due to full or 
partial lock downs people were not free 
to move. There were lot of  restrictions 
on movement. Those with inner strength 
used this opportunity to go within, or 
to utilize this Grihavas, the home-stay 
fruitfully in doing regular exercises, 
study, spending quality time with the 
family. But those who lacked that inner 
strength collapsed psychologically or got 
irritated or passed the time as if  it was a 
punishment. But if  we all can dwell on 
the whole experience as a society, in the 
context of  Swami Vivekananda’s saying 
that, ‘The Truth does not   pay homage 
to society, society has to pay homage to 
Truth or perish.’, then it is evident that 
the society has to correct its course for 
its survival. This course-correction is 
possible only by successfully confronting 
and countering the destructive and 
distorted thoughts and the afflictions 
without feverishness. 

But then, it can be said that the COVID-19 
provided the context but the text is since 

Vedic times which we have to stress and 
practice. Thus, this message ‘Yudhyasva 
Vigatjvara’ is not only for the current 
situation but for the whole life as such. 
We have to fight at personal level with our   
Shadripus – Kama, Krodha, Lobha, Moha, 
Mada, Matsara. As part of  the family, 
organization, our locality we have to fight 
with the selfishness, self-projection, self-
importance, laziness which do not allow 
us to be the harmonious and contributing 
part of  those bigger collectives. 

Then of  course the civilizational war is 
on. We have to fight at that level too. 
Thus, the fights are at many levels. As 
beautifully sung by the poet, ‘Sangram 
Jindagi hai. Ladana use padega, jo lad nahi 
sakega aage nahi badhega. – The life is a 
war so we have to fight. If  we don’t then 
we cannot proceed further. But all these 
fights are to be fought with Vigatajvara. It 
means not with hatred or anger but more 
as a part of  life, as part of  inner and outer 
growth. India which has been trying since 
few hundred years to express her soul is 
fighting these anti-civilizational forces. In 
a war some battles are won and some are 
lost. When a battle is lost, then, there is a 
temporary setback, and also some painful 
loss and sufferings. As we rejoice in the 
battles won, we also prepare ourselves to 
stand the pain and the loss in the battles 
lost, without losing our focus on ultimate 
victory in the war. Let us take the recent 
examples - When Prime Minister did the 
Bhoomipooja for Sri Rama Mandir at 
Ayodhya, we as a nation were thrilled. 
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A fight for Ramjanmabhoomi spanning 
to almost 500 years was concluded and 
first time ever even the government 
establishment also did not become 
obstacle in it. We rejoiced in it, which 
we should. But when after the election 
results in Bengal, the violence was let lose, 
it pained us and made us feel helpless, 
angry. 

In elections, in a democracy, it is natural 
some parties would win, some would 
lose. But after election if  persons from 
the elected party starts targeted violence 
and threats, it is not in the interest of  the 
democracy. Somewhere it appears that our 
civilisational value, all-inclusiveness and 
‘live and let live’ is being lost. The elected 
party did not exhibit the civilizational 
values that this nation has lived for 
thousands of  years in spite of  many 
vicissitudes. But we have to remember 
that certain loss is inevitable, the sacrifice 
is essential, if  we have to march ahead, 
but we should not lose the focus of  our 
work and start the blame game. If  today 
it was in West Bengal and tomorrow it 
should not be somewhere else, then we 
should not exhaust ourselves in impotent 
rage but prepare ourselves for future. 

The Muslims or Christians or the Hindus 
are all our brethren who have lost their 
spine and patter to antinational forces. 
In our anger, blaming all the Muslims or 
Christians or leftists, is doing injustice 
to many of  those from these groups 
who are nationalist and cherish Bharat 

Bhoomi. We need to denounce, expose, 
take action as per law against those who 
are perpetrating such heinous crimes 
after the election results. But in the 
heat of  anger and pain, we as a society 
should not lose balance and create more 
enemies. That is Yudhyasva Vigatajvara. 
The victory or loss in battles is part of  
war. Though we rejoice in the victory, we 
should not become complacent; similarly, 
we should not get disheartened but rather 
strengthen our determinations in adverse 
situations. That is also part of  Vigatajvara. 
Therefore, Sri Krishna tells us Yudhyasva 
Vigatajvara. Fight without excitement or 
rancour in your heart. 

The fight at thought level needs sustained 
efforts and well-laid plans. The distortion 
of  our values, our identity by anti-
national forces is on. What connects all 
of  us is suppressed and only differences 
are interpreted as separateness and 
occasional clashes are projected as 
the hostile relationship. Mutual hatred 
and anger among the communities is 
provoked and stoked. When we have to 
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fight at the thought level, today, we see 
many warriors in the social media. That 
is very encouraging. These well-meaning 
and intelligent persons try to fight these 
distortions on social media. But even 
there, using a language which is abusive 
(because others are abusing us) or getting 
furious (because others are making false 
allegations on us) will not help us to 
win the war. This war cannot be won by 
fighting on the same level as theirs. We do 
not have to stoop low on their level, as we 
have truth on our side. But to succeed, the 
truth needs the strength of  unity, clarity 
and sincerity of  purpose. We need not 
demean ourselves with abusive words. In 
these fights also, it is to be remembered 
that it is Yudhyasva Vigatajvara.

India is a civilization based on Vedic vison 
of  Oneness of  existence. As it did not 
reject any part of  the life, it developed in all 
walks of  life. In science, the development 

was of  material science as well as of  
mind sciences. The development of  
arts, languages, philosophy was taken 
to the heights in this civilization. It’s 
life center, it’s identity has been Dharma 
- the life based on Oneness expressed 
through duty towards all collectives like 
family, society, nation and the nature and 
reverence towards all. As Sri Aurobindo 
says in his famous Uttarpara speech 
after he was released from Alipore jail, 
‘...that it is for the Sanatana Dharma 
that they (Indian Nation) arise, it is for 
the world and not for themselves that 
they arise. I (Bhagawan Sri Krishna) am 
giving them freedom for the service of  
the world. When therefore it is said that 
India shall rise, it is the Sanatana Dharma 
that shall be great. When it is said that 
India shall expand and extend herself, it 
is the Sanatana Dharma that shall expand 
and extend itself  over the world. It is for 
the Dharma and by the Dharma that India 
exists.’ 

The Bharat name itself  explains what 
Bharat stands for.  Bha means light of  
knowledge and Rata means engaged. 
Thus, Bharat means the land where people 
are engaged in the light of  knowledge. It 
is Punyabhumi, Dharmabhumi, Jnanabhumi, 
Swarnabhumi. That is how Bharat was 
seen by all ancient civilizations who sent 
their emissaries to learn from India. 

But in last 200 hundred years, the idea of  
India that has emerged from the design 
of  the British colonial administrators 
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and European scholars is motivated by 
the demands of  the Raj, pseudoscience 
and racial prejudice. In which India is 
projected as ridden with caste, dissensions, 
backward, bereft of  any knowledge, poor, 
superstitious which needs a complete 
overhaul. Unfortunately, even after the 
British left the class that Macaulay had 
planned to create in India has continued 
that narrative. Since independence the 
leftists have further taken this narrative 
to low depths to the detriment of  
the national interest of  India. George 
Orwell had said, “Those who control the 
present, control the past, and those who 
control the past control the future.” The 
Left in cohort with Jihadist and foreign 
church inspired Christian missionaries 
still owns the official version of  India’s 
past and is in no mood to give it up to the 
understanding of  India based on history, 
on the Vedic vision of  Oneness that 
visionaries like Swami Vivekananda, Sri 
Aurobindo had emphasized upon. The 
roots of  all the problems that our nation 
is facing is this distorted idea of  India 
which is being aggressively propagated 
since British raj. 

Therefore, Mananeeya Eknathji had said 
that, “The remedy for the ills of  our country, 
therefore, lies in launching a mighty movement 
of  right thought sweeping the entire country. 
It has to be a two-pronged move. On the one 
hand, it is to be aimed at (1) transforming our 
people’s inherent God-wardness into the right 
spiritual urge rising out of  the teachings of  the 
Upanishads, namely, (a) each soul is potentially 
divine and (b) faith in God, in turn means faith 
in one’s self, i.e. in one’s potentiality to rise to 
divine heights. On the other hand, it is (2) to 
convert the spiritual fervour thus released into 
works of  national reconstruction” 

As we celebrate the coming year as the 
75th anniversary of  Independence of  
India from British rule, we have to regain 
our narrative about India, we have to 
proclaim to the world what India really is, 
we have to reclaim the purpose of  India 
which is to guide the world in spirituality. 
Thus, it would be a battle at thoughts 
level, which we will have to fight till we 
win, remembering the important message 
of  Bhagawan Sri Krishna, ‘Yudhyasva 
Vigatajvara’.  
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Akhila Bharatiya Adhikari Baithak - 2021

President of 
Vivekananda Kendra 
Ma. Balakrishnanji 
and Chief Minister 
of Arunachal 
Pradesh Sri Pema 
Khandu at Akhila 
Bharatiya Adhikari 
Baithak 2021 held 
at Nirjuli, Arunachal 
Pradesh.
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Children are the Nation-builders 
of  tomorrow and the Vivekananda 
Kendra Vidyalaya (VKV) with its 
motto of  'man-making and nation 
building' is doing excellent service 
by imparting quality education and 
character building.

Arunachal is proud and honoured to 
host the first ever Akhila Bharatiya 
Adhikari Baithak of  Vivekananda 
Kendra Kanyakumari. Attended the 
opening session of  the 3-day Baithak 
today at VKV, Nirjuli. 

The VKVs have made tremendous 
contribution towards the 
development of  Arunachal Pradesh. 
The Vivekananda Kendra with its vast 
experience in the field of  education 
and the organisation dedicated to the 
service of  nation can also work to 
realise India's aim of  achieving self-
reliance.

- Shri Pema Khandu, 
Chief  Minister of  Arunachal Pradesh
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Vice President of Vivekananda Kendra Ma. Nivedita Bhide briefed Chief 
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Sri  Yogi Adityanath about the nationwide activities 
of Vivekananda Kendra.

General Secretary of Vivekananda Kendra Ma. Bhanudas Dhakras visited 
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
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North - East Calling 
Atmanirbhar Bharat & North-East

A Webinar – “North-East Call-
ing – Atmanirbhar Bharat” 
organised on 12th September 
2020 was addressed by Sri 
Ajit Doval - National Security 
Advisor of India, Mananeeya 
Nivedita Bhide - Vice Presi-
dent of Vivekananda Kendra, 
and Sri S. Gurumurthy – Emi-
nent Columnist.
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Utsavas

Universal Brotherhood Day

Samartha Bharata Parva

Guru Purnima Gita Jayanti
405 Programs, 11815 attended

1088 Programs, 23316 attended

1344 Programs, 52341 attended

577 Programs, 15509 attended

Guru Poornima, Jodhpur

Samartha Bharata Parva, Kota Lucknow

Gita Jayanti, Lucknow
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Vivekananda Kendra Rajasthan Prant organised talks on ‘Mananeeya Eknathji,  
on every Saturday at 9.00 pm from 15th August 2020 onwards. 

In this talk series, Sri Balakrishnanji, Kum. Rekhadidi, Sri Dilip Mahajan ji,  
Sri Raghunandanji, Sri Shriramji, Jusice C.V. Ramuluji, Sri N. Krishnamoortiji spoke. 

Seminar on “Traditional, Beliefs, Customs and Practices of Bhatudi Tribe”  
– at VK-AICYAM, Bhubaneshwar

Sadhana Diwas
555 Programs, 13243 attended

On 19th November Sri Ranga Hari ji Senior Pracharak of 
RSS  spoke and 556 viewers attended it.
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Special Programs
Special - Modern United Nation - 

MUN 
12-13 sept – UAE on  Universal 

Brotherhood Day Sonipat 

A virtual exhibition on Artistic and Architectural 
Heritage of Rashtrapati Bhavan, was organized 
by the Virtual Museum of Rashtrapati Bhavan. 
The aim was to encourage the students to 
actively engage and respond to the iconic 
Rashtrapati Bhavan, the home of the President 
of India. The painting of Kr. Debarga Nath, Class 
X, VKV Nirjuli; was selected and is displayed in 
the website of the museum.

Achievement by Teachers

In a Glittering Ceremony at 
Dorjee  Khandu Hall at Itanagar 
Sri Basant Kumar Singh, Principal, 
VKV Amilang was awarded State 
Teacher Award for his outstanding 
Performance, Dedication, 
Sincerity and Exemplary Service 
in the field of Education
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International Day of Yoga
• International Day of  Yoga by various branches in Hindi, English, 

Assamese, Odiya, Kannada, Apatani, Tutsa, Nyishi, Galo, Muklom 

• Ma. Niveditadidi’s speech - translated in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, 
Malayalam.

• All of  the above videos are available @ VKActivity youtube Channel

Mananeeya Nivedita Didi’s address
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Shibirs at Vivekanandapuram, 
Kanyakumari

Yoga Shiksha Shibir

Participants - 20
Spiritual Retreat

Participants - 12
Yoga Certificate Course

Participants – 134
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Yoga Shastra Sangamam

Yoga Shastra Sangamam, a National Conference on Yoga, was organised from 
8 – 10 January 2021 at Vivekanandapuram Kanyakumari. The multiple objectives 
of  this annual event is to bring the pearls of  Yoga Shastra close to the humanity, 
to understand the Yoga Texts deeply and clearly, to initiate an interest in the 
knowledge of  Yoga, to inspire participants to study and understand Yoga Texts, to 
develop interest in the comparative study of  Yoga Texts and commonly available 
yoga practices, and to make to understand what Yoga is and what it has been being 
propagated.

This conference is open for participation by Yoga enthusiasts, Yoga practitioners, 
Students studying Yoga, Sanskrit teachers and professors, Yoga Teachers and 
Professionals, and all those interested to understand the pure essence of  Yoga 
Texts. In this 4th edition of  the Conference, total 100 participants, including 30 
teachers participated.

Total number of  Papers presented was 15.

Special Lectures on Paatanjala Yoga Sutra by Pujya Swami Haribrahmendrananda 
Tirtha and ‘Jitendriyatwam Is Yoga’ by Subrahmaniyamji were held during the 
Conference.
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A familiar site  
throughout the year.

With severe restrictions of  social distancing, the way out was online and Vive-
kananada Kendra karyakartas came up with innovative solutions and did almost 
all kinds of  programs including the highly interactive Samskar Varga on online 
meeting platforms such as Google meet and Webex. 

Starting with online Yoga Satra, the facility was further explored and expanded 
to Svadhyaya Varga, Sanskara Varga, Bhajan Sandhya, Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibirs, 
Vimarsha, Meetings, Training Programs for modules……..new games and ways of  pre-
sentations were explored and executed. This gave an unprecedented opportunity 
of  transcending distances and times. The Rashtriya Adhikaris could attend meet-
ing and programs and have interactions with karyakartas on regular basis. 

As true soldiers of  Eknathji – “Obstacles turned into opportunity”.
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Anandalaya Prashikshan at VK-Odhisa Seva Prakalp

Yuva Prerana Shibir

Ma. Bhanudas ji , 
General Seceratary, 
Vivekananda Kendra 

Addressing Karyakartas 
 in Kendra Varga at 

Bhagalpur
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Kendra Shiksha Shibir &  
Seva Vrati Shibir

Kendra Shiksha Shibir and Seva Vrati Shibirs were organised at 
Vivekanandapuram, Kanyakumari, wherein 10 Shiksharthis and

 29 Seva Vratis participated.

General Secretary of Vivekananda Kendra Mananeeya Bhanudas ji 
addressing the participants.
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Deepa Pooja at Rameshwaram

On 13.9.2020 
Community Deepa 
Pooja conducted 
through online 

from Rameswaram 
Sannidhi street, 

Vivekananda Kendra 
office. From 50 

villages 1210 women 
did the Pooja in their 
local village temples.

Vidhyarambha – VKV Kanyakumari
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7 Days Prant 
Karyakarta 

Prashikshan Shibir  
from 25 Dec. 2020 to 
31 Dec. 2020 Held at 

Ranchi

Karyapaddhati
Kendra Varga

Number -178, Attendance – 2865

Yoga Varga
Number -237, Attendance – 8595

Svadhyaya Varga
Number -186, Attendance – 2456

Sanskar Varga
Number -430, Attendance – 9863
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Ma. Dr. M. Lakshmi Kumari didi, Director, Vivekananda Kendra Vedic Vision 
Foundation, gave a series of 109 talks in English – “Love India as Swamiji 

Loved Her”. These talks were  followed by an All India Quiz.

Sri Samir Parekhji, Management Consultant, gave  online Management 
lessons to Kendra Karyakartas. He conducted two courses – First Course 

from 22nd  April to 12th  May 2020; and Second Course from 18th May to 
4th June 2020, wherein 68 and 141 participants attended respectively. 

Love India Talks
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PUBLICATIONS
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Vivekananda Kendra –  
Natural Resources Development  

Project  (VK-Nardep)

Niti Aayog nominated Vivekananda Kendra - Nardep as a member in one of  the 
17 thematic areas namely - Innovation technology transfer.

Anjaneya fitness farm started at TRC, Kalluvillai (Anjaneyapuram) on 11th 
September (Universal Brotherhood Day). Shri A. Balakrishnanji, President, 
Vivekananda Kendra inaugurated it and also gave a lecture on Swami Vivekananda's 
clarion call on “Universal Brotherhood”. The Gym is helping the youths of  
nearby villages as they are realising that Health is Wealth.

Vivekananda Kendra Shiksha Prasar Vibhag

One day salary of  all staff  per month contributed to VK Kanyakumari which will 
be used partly for Svasthya Seva and partly for Anandalaya.
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Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibirs 
Prantiya Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibir

Sanskar Varga Prashikshan
Number -95, Attendance – 1722

Sthanik Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibir
Number -106, Attendance – 1144

For Prant Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibirs
431 Participants

For Rashtriya Karyakarta Prashikshan Shibir
31 Participants

Yoga Pratiman Prashikshan
Number – 10, Attendance – 245

Yojak Shibir
Number – 3, Attendance - 97
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VRM
Wandering 
Monk

Exhibition

Arise! Awake !!

Exhibition

Ramayan 
Darsha-
nam

Exhibi-
tion

Gan-
gotri

Exhibi-
tion

Stay in 

Yatri 
Nivas

Remarks 

289286 2461 1741 5069 201 19711

Due to 
Covid-19 
March – 
November 
closed

Hon. Governor of Kerala  
Shri Arif Mohd Khan Visits  

Vivekananda Rock Memorial

Nine Organizations organized their short duration Camps in Vivekanandapuram 
where total 490 participated.

Fee Monthly Eye Camps are the regular feature of  Vivekananda Kendra at Vivekanan-
dapuram in collaboration with Aurobindo Eye Hospital, Tirunelveli. But due to Co-
vid-19 only 3 Nos. of  Eye Camps were conducted where 430 came for Eye Check-up 
and from 96 were sent for the operation to the hospital. Orientation Camp for Staff  
was organized in 3 batches in the month of  June where 110 were the participants.
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Glimpses of Vivekananda  
Kendra’s relief work during the 

Pandemic

When the nation was reeling under the unprecedented pandemic, Karyakartas 
of  Vivekananda Kendra spontaneouly rose up to meet the essential needs of  
the distressed population. Food packets, and other needs were provided door to 
door and sometimes in specific locations as per the need of  the situation. From 
metros to remote villages these service activities were carried out with dedication 
bringing into life of  Swami Vivekananda’s words – “Service to humanity is 
worship of  divinity”.
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Vivekananda Kendra on Social 
Media

Main Channel  
 https://youtube.com/vrmvk

Activity Channel 
 https://youtube.com/vkactivity

Padawali https://youtube.
com/padawali

Sahitya  Seva
 https://youtube.com/vkprakashan

Facebook Page 
https://fb.com/VivekanandaKendraKanyakumari

Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/vkendra

Flickr 
https://flickr.com/vivekanandakendra

Instagram 
 https://instagram.com/vrmvk

Swami Vivekananda’s  Daily Quotation (Hindi & Eng-
lish) Telegram Channel : https://t.me/dailyvivek
VK Update Telegram Channel : https://t.me/vkendra

Blog : https://blog.vrmvk.org

Dear Patrons, Donors, Subscribers, Well wishers-
Kindly update your communications details (Email/Mobile/Whatsapp/etc) 
so that we can serve you better by sending digital magazine, 
useful information regarding yoga and children camps and 
similar activities useful to you and your family. In these times 
and also in future, online communication is taking the front 
seat and will be the most potent medium. So,  kindly let us be 
connected digitally too in our Yajna of  connecting the world 
together.
Kindly update from here : http://update.vkendra.org
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Your Contribution Matters
Vivekananda Kendra provides opportunities to all to join 

hands in carrying out its socially relevant  service activities -

Patron Child Education General
Be a Patron and have 
satisfaction that you 

are also supporting the 
Dedicated workers for 

their Yogakshema.

Help in educating 
the next generation 
- The needy children 

of North-East and 
elsewhere need your 

support.   You can 
make their future.

For conducting regular activities 
like 

projects, relief work, 
awareness programs, health pro-

grams, etc.

Construction Own A Room 
Scheme

Vivekananda Kendra 
Training Institute for 

Excellence at Solapur, A 
conference/meeting hall 
to hold a large gathering 
at Kanyakumari – several 
such construction activi-
ties can benefit by your 

support.

Vivekananda Ken-
dra has a scheme 

through which one 
can own a room in 
their name in the 

Vivekanandapuram 
campus. Similarly 
can donate and 

have your name on 
Vivekananda Rock 

Memorial.

You can donate from here-

http://donate.vkendra.org/
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